enjoy technology

i-Sint

the line of lubricants
that makes driving even more enjoyable
eni.com/na

the six-legged dog,
a strong link between present and future
In 2009 eni launched a brand streamlining process aiming
to achieve clear identification and higher efficiency of
its logo. The evolution and improved consistency of
eni’s image involves 70 countries and numerous sectors
in which the company operates. eni has reached its
visual identity and intends to align it to its new role as a
360-degree energy company whose offering includes
fuels, electric power and gas.
Today, eni is an open and dynamic company. Its key
values are sustainability, culture, partnership, innovation
and efficiency. In line with these values, the updated logo
developed by eni maintains the continuity elements that
have characterized it until now, while emphasizing the
spirit of a constantly evolving, integrated company that
pays attention to the territory and entertains relations
with all its stakeholders.
Now available, the first line of eni i-Sint passenger car
lubricants is the result of Agip experience and tradition
combined with eni research and leading edge technology.

i-Sint
eni i-Sint, the line
of automotive lubricants

from eni

Each engine needs the right lubricant to protect it and enhance
its performance. eni research has developed eni i-Sint: the line
of lubricants designed for your car’s needs.
eni i-Sint is a full range of synthetic, semi-synthetic and mineral
oils formulated on the basis of the requirements and potential of
any type of motor under all conditions of use.
Through higher durability and fluidity, eni i-Sint high-technology
lubricants represent a whole new way of thinking about
driving. Thanks to a careful selection of raw materials and
an accurate balancing of all components, eni i-Sint products
have successfully passed strict testing protocols and qualified
at the highest levels established by organizations and
automotive manufacturers.
eni i-Sint lubricants ensure maximum engine protection and
performance, and improve the performance of anti-particulate
filters through the use of special additives (eco-friendliness).
The range also includes more low viscosity lubricants that help
to reduce fuel consumption (fuel economy).

		A high-performance
synthetic engine oil formulated
to meet the needs of modern
		
gasoline-fueled engines.

i-Sint XL
i-Sint lubricants, intended for the lubrication of most vehicles currently in circulation,
are highly reliable under all operating conditions and for all types of cars, from small
compact cars to sports models.

XL 4AM 0W-20

XL 4AM 5W-20

XL 4AM 5W-30

synthetic engine oil

synthetic engine oil

synthetic engine oil

API SN
ILSAC GF-5

API SN
ILSAC GF-5

API SN
ILSAC GF-5

i-Sint MS 5W-40

i-Sint 5W-30

synthetic technology

synthetic technology

ACEA A3/B4-04, ACEA C3
API SM/CF
VW 502.00/505.00/505.01
MB-Approval 229.51
BMW Longlife-04
Porsche A40

ACEA A3/B4-04
ACEA C3 (performance)
VW 504.00/507.00
MB-Approval 229.51
BMW Longlife-04
Porsche C30

multi OEMs approved

multi OEMs approved

The wide range of lubricants in this line includes leading-edge
technology products especially suitable for cars equipped with
diesel-particulate filters (fuel economy and Mid-SAPS products).

i-Sint PC 4AM 5W-30

i-Sint PC 4AM 5W-40

synthetic engine oil

synthetic engine oil

ACEA A3/B4-10
API SL/CF
VW 502.00/505.00
MB-Approval 229.5/229.3
BMW Longlife-01

ACEA A3/B4-10
API SN/CF
VW 502.00/505.00
MB-Approval 229.5/229.3
BMW Longlife-01
Porsche A40

The use in eni lubricants of high-technology components
improves engine results and performance, also helping to
save fuel.
eni technology = improved performance =
savings = lower emissions = eco-compatibility

A line designed for customers who seek
excellent quality products,
able to meet the specific needs of some
of the top automotive
		
manufacturers.

i-Sint tech
Obtained from ultra-high quality base oils
and highly innovative components,
i-Sint tech lubricants represent the cutting
edge of automotive oil formulation.

0W-30 all fuels
top synthetic technology
ACEA A5/B5-04
VW 503.00/506.00/506.01
designed for
Volkswagen engines

i-Sint 4AM Engine Oils
4AM 5W-20

4AM 5W-30

4AM 10W-30

4AM 10W-40

4AM 20W-50

resource conserving

resource conserving

resource conserving

API SN

API SN

synthetic blend

synthetic blend

synthetic blend

API SN
ILSAC GF-5

API SN
ILSAC GF-5

API SN
ILSAC GF-5

eni offers a full line of high performing and durable lubricants for your car’s engine.
Approved by main car manufacturers, eni’s line of engine oils helps protect the
environment and reduces fuel consumption. To find the eni oil for your car,
visit eni.com/na

i-Sint

485 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022 USA
(646) 264-2100
eni.com/na

Affix distributor’s stamp here

United States Sales

Canadian Sales

539 Marwood Road
Cabot, PA 16023
(800) 922-9243

8000 Jane Street
Tower B, Suite 203
Vaughan, ON L4K 5B8
(866) 232-6070

